
The Incredible  
Metric Series Pools

Aboveground, Inground and Everything in Between!



Buyer’s Guide to Incredible Added Value 

Features Radiant Pools Others

Aerospace Engineering Yes No

2” Structurally Insulated Walls Yes No

Unlimited Installation Options Yes No

Energy Efficient and Eco Friendly Yes No

Lifetime Non-Prorated Warranty Yes No

Warranty against Winter Damage Yes No

Still in use after 50 years Yes No

Why a Radiant Pool?

The Radiant Pool offers homeowners the most incredible features and benefits that you won’t find in any other 
pool. 

Unique manufacturing technology, limitless installation options, unmatched warranty protection and 
incredible energy savings that allow this pool to pay for itself.  

No other pool on the market today can offer this complete value-added pool package. It is truly the smart 
backyard investment.



Incredible Insulation
Insulation Makes All the Difference!

Radiant Pools’ R-10 insulated wall panels resist heat loss more  
efficiently than any other type of pool wall, maintaining water  
temperatures 5-10 degrees warmer. Radiant insulated wall  
panels help keep the water warmer longer so you can extend  
the swimming season by up to 2 months and save $1000’s 
on heating costs. Ask your dealer for all the Energy Savings 
details!

Incredible Warranty
With a Radiant Pool, you get true value and peace of mind!

Radiant Pools offers a fUll lifetiMe, NoN-prorateD warraNty against 
manufacturing defects for as long as you own your pool. And the warranty is fUlly 
traNsferable! If you should sell your Radiant pool, the lifetime warranty contin-
ues for the new owner. This valuable benefit can be an incredible selling tool for you! 

the Metric series warranty includes protection from winter damage! Snow and 
ice buildup can destroy a traditional aboveground pool. The incredibly strong Radiant 
pool wall eliminates this potential harm. Our warranty protects your pool in the unlikely 
event that damage occurs. No other pool warranty compares to Radiant Pools. 

Incredible Engineering
Not All Pools are Created Equal!

When it comes to innovative engineering and superior structural integrity, it’s what 
you don’t see that counts! Engineered from technology developed for the NASA 
space program, Radiant Pools are the only structurally insulated swimming pools 
manufactured using an R-10 structural insulated panel – an industry first.

Our 2-inch thick wall panels are constructed of an EPS (expanded polystyrene) 
foam insulation core bonded between sheets of durable acrylic coated aluminum. 
The patented bonding process that joins the three layers creates a rigid wall that is 
far stronger and more durable than any other pool wall. Tested and proven for over 
50 years!

Incredible Versatility
Aboveground, Inground and Everything in Between!

Today, residential lots offer many landscape challenges. With the superior wall  
construction of the Radiant Pool, you now have options! Radiant Metric Series 
Pools can be installed aboveground, inground, and semi-inground, on a slope  
or into a hill and no retaining wall required! 

The Radiant Metric Series Pool fits any backyard, any budget, anywhere.  
No other pool offers you this type of versatility!



We’re Shaping the Future of Backyard Pools!

Radiant Pools offer sizes and shapes to fit  
any backyard, any budget, anywhere!

Planning your next family vacation? Look no further than 
your own backyard! The Radiant Metric Pool gives you the 

versatility to design a backyard oasis that fits your style  
and budget! When you choose an incredible Radiant  
Metric Pool for your backyard, you will be swimming,  

entertaining and relaxing before you know it! 
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If you think all aboveground pools are created equal – 
Think again! Radiant Metric Pools come in 3 exciting 
shapes for you to choose from, including our unique 
Freeform pool. Explore your options for liner and wall 
pattern design to customize the look of your pool!

You can surround your Radiant Pool with a deck to create  
a poolside entertaining area. For a true backyard resort  
feel, add the radiant inside step. This innovative liner  
over step adds a whole new dimension to your poolside  
pleasures providing a great gathering area for conversation 
and relaxation. Covered with a slip resistant textured liner for 
safety, it’s perfect for loungers and little ones alike! 

This exclusive step option provides you an easy access  
into and out of your aboveground pool that you can only  
get with a Radiant Metric Pool. The seamless design of  
the Radiant Inside Step complements the aesthetic appeal  
of your pool by creating an inground look in your Radiant 
Metric aboveground pool!
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When an aboveground pool won’t do, the possibilities are endless  
with a Radiant Metric Pool installed semi-inground.  
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Semi-Inground

A Radiant Metric Pool can be installed partially 

or all the way in the ground. Backyard on a hill? 

Sloped terrain is no longer a problem! 

Halfway In and All decked Out

In addition to the Round, Oval and Freeform, Radiant Pools 
also offers a classic Grecian shaped pool for semi-inground 
installation. At least 50% of the radiant Metric Grecian pool 
wall (26”) must be installed below the ground. This pool gives 
you more options on installation and finishing! You can add  
a full deck to this amazing pool using 5/4 wood receptor  
coping. With this option, you get a clean finished edge,  
creating a smooth transition from deck to pool. Add  
a walk-in step or paver surround, and you can enjoy the look  
and feel of an inground pool for a fraction of the price. 

Whatever your vision, Radiant Metric Semi-Inground Pools 
have varied shapes, sizes and installation options that allow  
it to comply with the requirements and restrictions of many  
homeowners associations regarding swimming pools.  
Now you can have the backyard you want in the  
neighborhood you choose!
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Radiant Pools is a proud member of the following organizations:

Code#: DL-1050  1/15

Germantown
23731 Ridge Road (Rt.27)
Germantown, MD.  20876
(301)972-3800

Frederick
6905-C Baltimore National Pike
Frederick, MD.  21702
(301)473-9100




